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Corrigendum

Page 2: Fifth line - replace "namely" by "particularly the concept of"

Thirteenth line - insert "general economic" before "activity"

Thirty-ninth line - add "In this fact there is indeed one important obstacle to expansion of world trade"

Fortieth line - instead of "natural causes" insert: "natural economic causes" like excessive supplies, changes in consumer tastes;

Page 3: Thirty-third line - insert after "I repeat" the words "the view of the Australian Government that"

Page 4: Third line - add "Discrimination was a great worry for many of us interested in the German market."

Thirty-first line - instead of "Committee" read "Committees"

Thirty-third line - after "fourteenth session" add "in relation to Committee I"

Page 6: Twenty-first line - instead of "manufacturers" read "manufactures"

Page 7: Fourth line - after "side" add "where the open door policy is not yet obvious to us."

Thirty-seventh line - After "proposals" add "Indeed it is rather rare for an Australian delegation not to enlarge on this subject at all opportunities."

Thirty-eighth line - before "predictability" insert "developing greater."

Forty-fourth line - replace by "grips with problems of trading with socialist planned economies"

END